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TN YAW OF AJRPLANE M3DEL’3

By Lewis R. Fisher and Herman S. Fletcher

suMMARY

Two models were tested for which the rate of change of sidewash
with angle of sideslip could be varied. For the first mcxiel,this effect
was obtained by mounting auxiliary vertical fins on the fuselage at the
assumed center of gravity; for the second mdel, the change in the gra-
dient of the sidewash was accomplished by varying the vertical position
of the wing. In effect, these models permitted a systematic variation
of the sidewash gradient at the vertical tail..

Both models were tested in steady-yawing flow and by the freely
* damped oscillation-in-yaw technique to establish the effect of the lag

of the sidewash on the unsteady Mteral damping of these models.

An analysis indicated that the oscillatory damping in yaw is pro-
portional to a factor which depends on the lag of the sidewash whereas
the steady-state damping is independent of the lag of the sidewash.
Secondly, the directional stability is influenced by the static sidewash
under both steady- and oscillatory-flow conditions but is not affected
by the kg of the sidewash. The experimental results of this investi-
gation verified qualitatively these analytically predicted trends. No
consistent effect of frequency on the oscillatory damping in yaw was
evident in the frequency range covered by this investigation.

A 45° sweptback-wing model at an angle of attack of 16° exhibited
values of the
corresponding
in damping is
yawing moment

%

The poor

&ci.1.btor~ damping in yaw–which were much larger than
values of the steady-state damping in yaw. This increase
believed to be the contribution of the wing itself to the
due to sideslipping acceleration.

INTRODUCTION

damping of the lateral oscill&tion encountered in the flight
4 behavior of some present-day airplanes has led to renewed consideration of
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several means for
method would take
tail arising from

HACA TN 375’6

improving the lateral damping of airplanes. One such
advantage of the lag of the sidewash at the vertical
a vortex generator on the fuselage upstream of the

tail surfaces. The wing of the airplane,-for exam~le,-is one such vortex
generator. Other examples could logically be a canard-type surface, a
radome, or possibly a cockpit canopy.

The lag of the sidewash at the vertical tail and its effect upon
the damping in yaw of the tail is entirely analogous to the lag of the
downwash and its effect on the damping in pitch of a horizontal tail
which was first discussed by Cowley and Glauert in reference 1. The lag
of the downwash was treated, by Cowley and Glauert, as an additional sxtgle

of attack of the horizontal tail which was due to the time required for
the wing disturbance to travel the distance between the wing and the
horizontal tail. A refinement of this concept was introduced by Jones
and Fehlner (ref. 2) who additionally considered, in an approximate
manner, the variations in the vertical velocities at the tail due to
the varying wing wake and the lag in the development of lift at the
horizontal tail.

The purpose of this investigationwas to vary the rate of change of
sidewash with angle of sideslip ao for several airplane models and to

$
measure the resulting effects on the damping in yaw in a steady wind flow
and by freely damped oscillation tests. &om analog to the pitching
case, the lateral dsmping due to the vertical tail during oscillation in

yaw might be expected to be increased by approximately the factor 1 - M
a~

over the damping due to steady yawing. ao was varied by (1)
‘e ‘lOpe s

the use of auxiliary vertical fins mounted on the fuselage at the assumed
center of gravity of a fuselage—vertical-tail model, and (2) variation of
the wing height of two models with aspect-ratio-k wings which were swept
back 0° and 45°. The former method has some semblance to the use of
canard-type surfaces on an airplane or missile whereas the latter method
is an alternate means for controlling the sidewash, as well as the down-
wash, at the tail surfaces.

SYMBOLS

The data are referred to the system of stability axes and are pre-
sented in the form of standard NACA coefficients of forces and moments
about the quarter-chord point of the mesm aerodynamic chord of the normal
wing location of the model tested. (See fig. 1.) The coefficients and
symbols used herein are defined as follows:
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b

acn
cn=—

P ap

acn
Cnp = —

“ba(~ )

acn
c =—nr

()

b=
2V

acn
cn+ = &

()a—
4V2

c-f

aspect ratio,
~2

77

span, ft

rolling-moment coefficient, —
!@&

yawing-moment coefficient, +
X@w

lateral-force coefficient,

acy
● c%=~
w
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acy
Cy. = —

p @

c

f

‘z

k

s

chord, ft

mesm aerodynamic chord, ft

Croot+ Ctip, ~t
mean chord of vertical tail,

2

designations of auxiliary fins of three different
aspect ratios

frequency, cps
.

yawing moment of inertia, slug-ft2

reduced-frequencyparameter referred to semichord of
k

unt
vertical tail, —

2V

rolling moment, ft-lb

distance from origin of
vertical tail, ft

yawing moment, ft-lb

axes to quarter-chord point of

mechanical Spring

-c pressure,

yawing velocity,

constant, ft-lb/radian

1
~ pv*, lb/sq ft

~, radians/see
at

ap+yawing acceleration, — radisns/sec2
#

area, sq ft

r
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* tl/2

v

Vl, V.2

Y

a

P

P
.

c1

‘%

T

+

u.)

Subscripts:

t

time, sec

time to damp to one-half amplitude, sec

free-stream velocity, ft/sec

designations of vertical tails of two different areas

lateral force, lb

angle of attack, deg

angle of sideslip, deg or radians

angle of sweepbackj deg

mass density of air, slugs/cu ft

angle of sidewash, deg

lt
time lag, ~, see

angle of yaw, deg

circular frequency of oscillation, radians/see

denote fin used

tail

denote vertical tail used

wing



MODELS

Models With Auxiliary Fins

In this series of tests, a fuselage with each of two differently
sized vertical tails was tested in combination with each of three aux-
iliary fins (fig. 2). This model, without the auxilisry fins, was used
in the investigation of reference ~ where it is completely described.
The fuselage was a round-nose body of revolution designated as F4 in

..

reference ~. The vertical tails, designated V2 and V~ in reference 3,

are designated V1 and V2, respectively, in the course of this investi-
gation. The tails were swept back 45° at the qwrter-chord line and both ‘
had aspect ratios of 1. me vertical tail VI was 48.6 square inches in

area whereas the vertical tail V2 was 72.9 square inches in area. These

tails had taper ratios of 0.6 and NACA 65A(108profiles in planes parallel
to the fuselage center line. Although these tests were made without a
wing or horizontal tail, an arbitrary wing area of 2.25 square feet and
span of 3 feet were used for computationalpurposes. The fuselage and
tails were constructed of laminated mahogany and, in combination, had an ~
inertta in yaw IZ Of 0.34 61W-ft2.

The auxiliary fins were mounted on the top of the fuselage with their v
quarter-chord lines at the assumed center of gravity of the model. These
fins were rectangular in Pkm formj ~d a chord Of 3 inches) ~d were CUt
from l/8-inch-thick sheet aluminum. The fins, desi~ted Fl~ F21 ~d

~ ~, and 6 inches in span and had aspect ratios of 1/2, 1, and _F3, were p,

2, respectively.

Models With Wings in Various Vertical Positions

The second method of varying the sidewash at the vertical tail was
by the alteration of wing vertical position using two models for which
the static effect of wing position on the sidewash was already avai~ble.
This information is presented in reference 4 together with a complete
description of the models. One of these models, hereafter called the
straight-wingmodel, had unswept ~ngl vertical-tail> ~d horizontal-tail
eurfaces; the other model, hereafter called the swept-wing model, had
wing and tail surfaces swept back 45° at the quarter-chord line (see
figs. 3 and 4). Further geometric properties of the wings and vertical
taihi, both straight and swept, are given in the following table:
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Wings Vertical tails

4
&pect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...4.0 2.0

Taper ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..o.6 0.6
Area, si ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25 0.337
Span, ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.0 0.822
Meaaerod_cchord, ft . . . . . . . . . . . 0.765 0.419
Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . NACA 65AOQ8 ~ACA 65A008

the
are

The fuselage of these models was constructed in a msmner such that
wing could be placed in any one of three vertical positions; these
called the low, middle, and high positions.

The models with the wings in various vertical positions were also
constructed of laminated mahogsmy. The inertia in yaw for the complete
models varied between Iz = 0.44 and ~ = 0.50 slug-ft2 depending on

the configuration and angle of attack.

APPARATUS

All tests were conducted in the 6- by 6-foot test section of the
s Langley stability tunnel. The steady-state stability characteristics

of the models were determined from standard force tests wherein the
model was mounted on a single-strut support at the assumed center of
gravity and the forces and moments recorded for the test conditions by
means of a conventioml six-component balsmce. The steady-yawing
derivatives of the models were obtained by the standard curved-flow
testing procedure employed in the Langley stability tunnel.

The apparatus described in reference 5 was used to measure the
oscillatory stability characteristics. The mcdel was mounted on a strut
which was free to rotate in yaw. The rotation was partly restrained and
restoring moments were provided by means of flexure pivots which supported
the oscillating strut. A mirror clamped to a section of the strut which
extended outside the tunnel reflected a beam of light into an optical
recorder. A continuous record of the motion of the model, after an
initial displacement in yaw, was obtained cm film. A timer in the
recorder simultaneously exposed timing lines on the film in order that
time, as well as model displacement, could be read. Variation of the
period of oscillation for the wing-height models was accomplished by
clamping weights to the oscillation strut outside the tunnel and thereby
varying the yawing moment of inertia of the oscillating system. This

d procedure is fully described in reference 5.
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TESTS 4

Force Tests
L

The model with auxiliary fins was tested without a wing and at an
angle OY attack of 0° through the range of static sideslip angles of
~20° for the fuselage alone, the fuselage with each of the vertical
tails V1 and V2, and the fuselage and each of the vertical tails in

combination with each of the auxiliary fins Fl, F2, and F5. The
static sideslipping derivatives were derived from these data by measuring

—

the variations of the rolling-moment,yawing-moment, and lateral-force
coefficients through ~ = 15°. Because the sideslipping derivatives smd
the sidewash properties of the models with varying wing position were
atieady avaihble in reference 4, these mdels were not tested again.

The steady-yawing derivatives for all models were measured by means
of the standard stability-tunnel curved-flow technique. Tunnel-wall
curvatures were employed to correspond with values of the yawing-velocity

parameter ‘b of O, -0.0512,
5

-0.0660, and -0.0868 for these models.

Oscillation Test8

The oscillation tests of the models with auxiliary fins were made
in order to determine whether an effect of sidewash on the unsteady
lateral damping of a model could be detected. These tests consisted of
deflecting the model several degrees in yaw and then releasing it. The
resulting oscillatory yawing motion of the model was allowed to damp to
less than one-half its original amplitude. These tests were made, at
about the same frequency of oscillation, for the fuselage and the larger
vertical tail V2 and the fuselage and V2 in combination with each of
the auxiliary fins Fl, F2, and F3. The period of oscillation for
these tests was about 1.5 seconds which corresponds to a value of the
reduced frequency of k = 0.0045.

The oscillation tests of the models with varying wing position were
somewhat more elaborate tests and were similar to those of reference 5.
~ese models were tested at fou frequencies of oscillation covering the
range of reduced frequencies from k = 0.002 to k = 0.020. The
straight-wingmodel was tested for angles of attack of 0° and 8°, and
the swept-wing model for angles of attack of 0° and 160. The higher
angles of attack are well below the stall for each model. (See ref. 4.)
The wings of the mdels were tested in the low, middle, and high posi-
tions in order to vary the sidewash characteristics,and the approximate r
tail increments to the stability derivatives were obtained by testing
the tail-on and the tail-off configurations.

r
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k Test Conditions

The tunnel conditions for all tests are tabulated below:
d

rK&
t

I

s

rs
I

I
I

‘ro
.

I
L

Dynamic pressure, Reynolds Wind velocity,
ype of test Model with - lb/sq ft number ft/sec

Auxiliary 23 710,003 145
fins

teady Varying wing 40 88Q,000 183
sidesM~ping position

(data from
ref. 4)

Auxili~ 25 710,Q3O 145
fins

teady
yawing Varying wing 25 710,000 145

position

Auxiliary 4 284,030 58

fins
scillation

Varying wing 25 710,m 145

position

Reduction of Oscillation Test Data

From the continuous film record taken of the motion of the model
after an initial displacement, the amplitudes of the successive cycles
were meastied and plotted to a logarithmic scale against time. inasmuch

as the damping is logarithmic in nature, the resulting plot is a straight
line from which may be read the time for the motion to damp to one-half
amplitude tl ~. The period and

/
data, the unsteady damping in yaw
lated by using the expressions of

w2 being known from the oscillation

an~ directional stability were calcu-
reference 5.

2.772VIZ
Cnr -c*=-

% qswbw2

Cw+c%‘2(57=*Fz(af)2+‘d
# The NV term represents the mechanical spring constant of the flemre

pivots and, for these tests) was 6“8 ‘t-D/radim”
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ANALYSIS *

If unsteady-lift effects and induced-camber effects on the vertical
L

tail are considered to be negligible, then the vertical-tail contribution
to the yawing moment of an airplane is given, approximately, by the
product of the lift-curve slope of the vertical tail, the effective angle
of attack at the vertical tail, and the tail length:

(1)

If a pure sideslippingmotion is considered, the effective angle of
attack of the vertical tail of an airplane performing such a motion is
composed of a geometric angle ~ and an induced single a. This effec-
tive angle of attack during sideslipping may be mitten

(2)

The sidewash at the vertical tail affects the yawing moment through a .

time lag T because of the distance from the airpb.m.ecenter of gravity
to the vertical tail. The effective angle of attack during sideslipping
should therefore include this time lag in the manner of equation (2)

b“

aa’mT is the lag of the sidewash term.where the term ~ . This time lag

may be

dp d-t

lt
approximated by T = ~, whereupon equation (2) may now be written

(5)

The partial derivative of equation (1) with respect to ~ then leads to
the directional-stabilityparameter

(4)

& leads to the dampingThe derivative of equation (1) with respect to
2V

in yaw during oscillatory sideslipping

oIt 2C
c.=2— &

‘P b ‘P ap
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* H a pure yawing motion is considered, the
the vertical tail of the airpls,nefor this
is

*

.

Since ~ = r, then

l-l

effective angle of attack of
motion including the lag term

)ajT
at

(6)

(7)

The examination of a krge quantity of data obtained in steady yawing
flow in the Iangley stability tunnel indicates no important influence of

au

‘he G
term for usual airplane configurations. This quaxtity will

therefore be assmed to be insignificant in magnitude and will be neglected.
Equation (7) therefore becomes simply

at(v)=-25~ (8)

which is also true for steady yawing motion. The rate of change of the
* yawing-moment coefficient of equation (1) with the yawing-velocity

psr~ter results in the

For the oscillatory

damping in yaw during the pure yawing motion

(9)

motion given the mcdels in these tests, wherein
Y= -P, the total
model is given by
Therefore,

For the case
difference in the

damping in yaw of the vertical tail of the oscillating
the-algebraic sum of the derivatives Cnr and Cn”.

P

(lo)

of steady sideslipping or
above development lies in

sidewash term in equation (2) is zero. The

cnB = 0

yawing motions, the important
the fact that the lag of the
result then is that

.
and the steady-state damping in yaw is given by equation (9). It will be
noted that equation (4) for the directional stability remains the same

9 for the steady motion as that for the oscillatory motion.
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The significance of this preliminary discussion is that, for unsteady *
motion, the lateral damping is expected to be increased over the steady

‘u because of the lag of the sidewash. Thisdamping by the factor 1 - — e
ap

result was, of course, shown in reference 1 in connection with the effect
of the lag of the downwash on the damping in pitch of a horizontal tail.
The directional stability of a vertical tail is expected to vary as the

factor 1+ ~ in both steady and unsteady motion. This effect is, how-
ap

ever, only due to the static sidewash angle and is not associated with
the lag of the sidewash.

The results of reference 5 show that the total damping in yaw for
an oscillating model, wherein $ = -~, is given by

c -c”
‘r ‘P

and the total directional stability for the same motion by

The CD-
$

and C~ terms arise because of the translational and rotary ●

accelerations of the model and they lecomezero in steady flow. For
frequencies of oscillation corresponding to those used in this investi-
gation and for the wingless model at zero angle of attack, reference 5
indicates that the ~~ term is small when compared with the Cnr por-

tion of the damping in yaw. However, certain tests (ref. 6, for example)
have E&o indicated that the C .

‘P
derivative, which is the oscillatory

portion of the damping in yaw, can become very large for a sweptback wing
at high angles of attack.

References 5 md 7 show that the ~ ~ portion of the directional

stabill~ is very small for the range of frequencies and the tail lengths
being considered. For this reason

c%
will he neglected in this paper

and CnB will be used to represent both the static and the oscil~tory

directional stability,.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Model With Auxiliary Fins

~ were deducedThe force and moment data from which the values of
ap

for the various fin-tail combinations are shown in figures 5 to 8. These
figures represent the variations of lateral-force, rolling-moment, and
yawing-moment coefficients with static angles of sideslip between &OO
for the fuselage alone and the fuselage with each of the vertical tails
(fig. 5), the fuselage with each of the auxiliary fins (fig. 6), the
fuselage and auxiliary fins in combination with the small vertical tail
(fig. 7), and the fuselage and auxiliary fins in combination with the
brge vertical tail (fig. 8). ~ these figures, the small vertical tail
is designa~d .Vl,the hrge vertical tail V2, and the auxiliary fins Fl,

l?2,and F;, F1 being the smallest fin and F3 the largest.

l?romthese data, the vertical-tail contribution to the yawing-moment
coefficient was determined and is shown in figure 9 for both the auxiliary-
fins-off and the auxiliary-fins-on configurations. The yawing-moment.
increment due tc the interference of the auxiliary fins corresponds to an
additional angle of attack at the vertical tail which is termed the side-

< wash angle and is represented in figure 9 by cr. The measured values of

the slopes au which are generally constant between sideslip singlesof
~

‘4°, are also shown in figure 9 for the various auxiliary-fin-vertical-

tail combinations. The slopes ba are shown (fig. 10) to vary almost
z

linearly with the aspect ratios of the auxiliary fins.

The values of the yawing derivatives calculated by the simple expres-

(
sions of reference 8 by using a calculated value of

::) o~:t~min
figure 11 for both the steady and oscillatory cases.
values are obtained by multiplying the steady values by the appropriate

au to include the lag of the sidewash effect.experimental factors 1 - —
ap

Shown also in figure 11 are the results of the verification experiments
conducted. The steady-state dab, obtained by the curved-flow testing
procedme, indicate no effect of sidewash on the yawing derivatives. This
result is reasonable since the fins, being at the assumed center of gravity
of the mcdel, have effectively zero angle of attack; hence no large dis-
turbance exists such as that due to the angle of sideslip in the oscil&-

.t tion tests. The oscillation data, obtained by the free-oscillation
technique, indicate am effect of the lag of the sidewash on the damping
in yaw which is caused by the sideslip angle. This effect is consistent

m
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with the variation
by static sideslip
only for the model

NACATN 3356

calculated by including the sidewash factor measured *

tests. The freely damped oscillation tests were made
with the large vertical tail.

k

Figure I-2is a similar figure for the sldeslipping derivatives for
which lag of sidewash does not enter the picture. The effect of sidewash
is that due to the static sidewash which exists under both steady and
oscillatory conditions. The calculated derivatives are, therefore,

affected in both cases by the factor ~+~. The experimental deriva-
b~

tives, both static and oscillatory, substamkiate these trends. It will
be noted, in figure lJ2,that the sidewashhad an adverse effect on the
directional stability of the models. At values of AF close to unity,

the sidewash was strong enough to destroy the stability of the model and,
at higher values of ~, to render the model directionally unstable.

Some differences in magnitude beyond those due to side~ash lag may
be noted between the oscillatory and the steady experimental values of
the damping in yaw sad the directional stability. These differences may
be due to the very low Reynolds number of the oscillation data.

Model With Wings in Various Vertical Positions
.

The information regarting the static stability characteristics of
the models with varying wing position and the effects of sidewash on
these characteristic is presented in reference 4. Figure 13, from the
data of reference 4, illustrates the sidewash at the tail for both the
straight-wing and the swept-wing models through an angle-of-attack range.

acr
The largest negative values of —

a$
are those which occur for the high-

wing position. These values
and are of the same order of
auxiliary fins.

The oscillatory damping

become very large at high angles of attack
magnitude as the values realized from the

in yaw and directional stability are pre-
sented, respective~, in-fi&res-14 and 15 for both the stra~ght-w~ng and
swept-wing models. These tests were made for four frequencies of oscilla-
tion in both the tail-off and tail-on configurations. Each model was
tested at two angles of attack; these angles were 0° and 80 for the
straight-wingmodel and 0° and 160 for the swept-wing model. Shown also
in figures 14 and 15 are the steady-state lateral derivatives for com-
parison with the oscilktory derivatives. These values are indicated as
k = O values. The steady-state yawing derivatives were measured ly the
curved-flow testing procedure; the static Bideslipping derivatives were k
obtained in reference 4.

Y
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w The oscilktory yawing data is somewhat erratic but, in general,
again indicates the increase in Lateral damping consistent with the

au* variation of 1 - —. This effect is particularly evident for the swept
aB

wing at a = I_60 where the sidewash gradient is especially strong. The
hrge difference in magnitude between the steady damping Cnr and the

oscillatory damping ~r - CD.
P

which is shown by both the tail-off and

tail-on data for the swept-wing model at u . 160 is thought to be a
contribution of the wing itself. Some evidence of such a wing contri-
bution to the oscillatory damping in yaw of a swept wing at high angles
of attack is shown in the results of reference 6. It is possible that
the vortex flow over a sweptback wing is influenced by the oscillatory
motion in such a msmner as to i.mtrcducea lag effect of its own and
thereby contribute to the CD-~ damping derivative for the wing.

The oscilktory values of the directional stability have about the
same variation with wing height as the steady-state (k = O) data; these
oscillatory values are, however, somewhat larger in magnitude than the
steady-state values and indicate a somewhat greater directional stability
under oscillatory conditions.

The contributions of the vertical tails to the damping in yaw and

* the directional stability were obtained by subtracting the t.ail-off’data
of figures 14 and 15 from the complete-model data. These results are
shown for the damping in yaw in figure 16. The experimental values sho~m
in figure 16(a) again indicate, in general, the variation of the OSCill.EL-

ba whereas the steady-state data showtory damping in the manner of 1 -
w

no such variation because ‘ofthe absence of sidewash due to ~. This
effect is particularly evident at u = 16° for the swept wing and must
be attributed to an increase in the magnitude of the damping deriva-

tive c%
which exists during this type of oscillation testing. During

steady-yawing tests, 13 and CnE are, of course, zero. in figure 16(b)

are shown the values of the vertical-tail damping calculated by the method
described in references 5 and 7 which uses the unsteady circulation
functions of reference 9. These calculated values were multiplied by

the appropriate experimental factors 1 - &
ap

Ii general, the trends of

the oscilhtion data with varying wing position are consistent with those
calculated. No consistent effect of frequency on the oscillatory damping
in yaw was evident in the range of frequency covered by these experiments.

* Figure 17 is a similar figure for the directional stability. Fig-
ure 17(a) represents the experimental results, both static and oscillatory.
The calculated results, using the unsteady-lift theory values multiplied

T
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au factors, are shown in figure 17(b). Bothby the appropriate 1 +
z

the static and the oscilfitory tail contributions to the directional
stability exhibit qualitatively the same variations with the sidewash

parameter as were predicted by using the factor ~+au.

ap

In figure 18, the steady and the oscillatory damping in yaw of the
swept-wing model is shown directly as a function of wing position for a
representative value of the reduced frequency, k= 0.018. For u = 16°,
two differences between the steady damping Cnr and the oscil~torY

damping ~r - C=b are most evident. mere apPe~s, first of all> the _.

difference between the steady and oscillatory data for both the tail-
off and the tail-on damping which is the oscillatory wing contribution
discussed previously in this paper. The second difference is the lag
of the sidewash effect which appears during oscillation because of
the presence of sidewash due to ~. The same trend took place to a
smaller extent for u = OO. The curves, shown as calculated in figure 18,
were obtained by measuring the difference between the tail-on and tail-off
curved-flow damping, multiplying this difference by appropriate values

aoof 1 - —,
a~

and adding these tail contributions to the oscillatory tail-off -

values. The trends appear to be about the same as those for the experi-
mental tail-on oscillation data. “

Figure 19 is a similar figure for the directional stability. The
decrease in directional stability which takes place when the wing is moved
from the low to the high position is about the same during steady and
oscillation testing. The calculated curves, for this figure, were estab-
lished by estimating a value of CyB from reference 10, and multiplying

the value obtained by the appropriate tail-length factors and measured

values of 1+ & These calculated tail contributionswere then added
ap

to the experimental wing-fuselage contributions.

CONCLUSIONS

me results of tests in which the damping in yaw and the directional
stability of airphne models with vertical tails in the presence of side-
wash were masured in both steady and oscillatory flow indicate the
follcswingconclusions:
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9 1. The vertical-tail contribution to the oscillatory bteral damping
auis dependent upon the factor 1 - — as analytically predicted

(
& is

ap aj3.
the rate of change of the angle of sidewash with angle of sideslip). This
factor represents the influence of the lag of the sidewash. The steady-
st.atelateral dsmping is independent of the kg of the sidewash.

2. The vertical-tail contribution to the directional stability is

dependent upon the factor 1 + Z
ap

under both steady and oscillatory

conditions because of the effect of the static sidewash.

3. No consistent effect of frequency on the oscillatory damping in
yaw was evident in the range of frequency of this investigation.

4. The 45° sweptback-wing model at an angle of attack of 16° exhib-
ited values of the oscilhtory damping in yaw which were much larger than
corresponding values of the steady-state damping in yaw. T!n.isincrease
in damping is believed to be the contribution of the wing itself to the
yawing moment due to sideslipping acceleration.

Langley Aeronautical Iaboratorj-,
. National Mvisory Comai.tteefor Aeronautics,

Iangley Field, Vs., October 1, 1954.
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(a) Straight-ti~ mdel vith wing. in 10V position.

Figure 4.- Photograph of mcdela with varyir% U@ position mountd on
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change of sidewash with amgle of sideslip.
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